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event(s) of singular importance and interest to the US. Prior to 
describing the event and its significance, access and describe 
the military +orces, diplomatic activities, and sociological 
factors of the society (ies) involved in the event. 

2. (H/NF/SK) VIEWER TASKING: Concerning the explosion on 
the ship described in your 2 May 88 session on the event 
designated by coordinates 6810011 1878:1.1: describe the cause of 
the explosion. In addition, explore the rami+ications of the 
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(S/NF/SK) CUMMENTS: Viewer reported an inclemency of 
hunger. Note sketches on pages 6 and 7 of viewer session. 
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B. View and describe the cause of an explosion which 
takes place in/on/near the water~ which is related to the 
previously tasked event. 

-;:" 
•••• z .. 

b. Provide sketches in support of your viewing. 

~. At one point in the session~ I felt very satisfied 
that I had found the cause of the explosions. From 
there, I went back and tried to get a better hold 
on the general area. 

(S-SH) 

a. The targeted site is a large ship which has a 
r,::tt.her·· high "junky" tSf:?ct.ic::.n on its top (':;E!E·~ 

drawing, page 3) (AOL: like a tall sailing ship or 
like all the junk which topped a WWII battleship). 
It:. is ~::;it.t:in(1 about 1/2 m:i.le off ~::;hol~f.·? in··a hal'··bClr··· 
which is mostly surrounded by land (see sketches, 
pages :I. and 7 and the Stage VI tracker~ page 6). 
The time of viewing is consistently when the sky is 
just getting t.oo dark to see well,but still light 
enough to notice. 

h. The ship is on fire. 
are running around in 

There are people on it who 
a state of panic. The fire 
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is basically centrally located on the ship, and is 
coming out of the top (see sketch, page 1). 

c. The cause of the explosions is a row of containers 
of volatile liquids within the ship (AOL~ gas 
C,::ln!::;) (!::;(':~f:':" !:;;kl,,~·tch, pa(]E) 1).. 'rht:,~y E·):·: pI c)(::I(o:;) bf2cause of 
the fire.. There was a strong impression that the 
explosions were caused by the fire, and that the 
fire was not caused by the explosions. 
Backtracking through time to the beginning of the 
fire, it seems to have started on top of the ship 
CAUL: as though it were falling from the sky and 
landed there) and then spread through the ship. 
The ship also experiences IMplosions, caused by 
explosions outside itself (AOL: on the water 
nearby), but I did not sucessfully access these. 

d. Following the cause of the fire back further, I 
arrived back on the land; at one large area of it 
in particular which is totally enveloped in flames. 

e. I was clearly getting no new information, and in 
frustration, I decided to attempt to bi-Iocate to 
the target site. This was done successfully 
(beginning on page 8), but instead of winding up on 
the ship, I wound up atop a tall and very steep 
CAOL: mountain) overlooking the entire harbor 
scene. The sight below me was of a large harbor 
off in the distance which had ships burning on it. 
There was a wide expanse of area between the 
mountain and the water which had a very large city. 
One area of the city was on fire and burning out of 
control, while there were other individual fires 
located allover the rest of the city.. The distant 
'::;ound of !::;mi:':\ 11 II b !-:.:.) 11 !:5 II C OU 1 d b f? h E,) ,:':\ 1'- d c 1 ,:':In 9 :i. n ~J 
through the streets. The city was otherwise dark 
(no streetlights, neon signs, etc .. ) which added to 
t. h (,,: p ,,- (·:·:~v :i. ou j,,; " of (.:,) E,) 1 :i. n q II '1'.: hat:. '1'.: hi!::; wa !::; ;::\n ,. 01 d"-· 
·f a!::;h i orled" p:l. ';~CE' .. 

f. The entire scene began to drive an AOL of the San 
Francisco earthquake/fire. This site has driven 
such strong AOL drives in previous sessions that I 
immediately quit the session before this AOL drive 
could get too firmly set. 
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